Private Equity & Enterprise Technology: Fast Track to Value Creation
Value Creation in Manufacturing & Distribution
Ultra Consultants is regularly sought out by Private Equity firms as investors consider merger and acquisition activities in the
manufacturing and distribution sector.
For many portfolio investments, increasing business performance is dependent upon on process improvement supported by
enterprise technology systems, including ERP.
Since 1994, Ultra has been the leading independent advisory firm within the manufacturing and distribution sector with a focus on
improving business processes through technology selection, evaluation and implementation.

Independent, Expert Guidance
As a vendor-neutral, independent resource, Ultra's specialized consultants guide teams with a goal of driving increased value.
With modern enterprise systems and optimized solutions in place, integrating newly acquired businesses or expanding market
presence is often a matter of configuring and extending best practices.
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Due Diligence: Ultra’s team leads due diligence activities for a detailed look at needs, pain points, benefits, and the
expected returns before going forward with planning an enterprise technology initiative.
Business Process Improvement: Using Ultra’s proven methodologies, we assess the current state of operations and
improvement areas, and target the desired future state, with an emphasis on how enterprise technology drives business
process improvement.
ERP Evaluation, Selection: Ultra helps evaluate and select modern technology that improves processes and enables
nimbleness in both execution and reporting.
ERP Implementation: Our team offers specific methodologies that are proven to achieve a successful enterprise
technology implementation.
Change, Risk Management: Ultra leads risk mitigation and organizational change management delivered with a
structured, purposeful approach aimed to help transition people, teams, and organizations from the current state to the
desired future state.

Creating Value
From hundreds of engagements, read how Ultra’s experienced independent
technology advisors helped a Private Equity firm achieve ROI and enhance
enterprise systems at a mid-market supplier.

Get on the Fast Track
Contact Ultra Consultants to drive cost savings and operational improvements.

ultraconsultants.com

312-319-1411

contact@ultraconsultants.com

